THE ECONOMY OF INDO-CHINA
who, he averred, would be thrown to the lions for his iniquities. Needless
to say a large and credulous crowd gathered to witness this pretty
spectacle, and to them the Communist could expound as a substitute
the gospel according to Karl Marx.
THE EXCHANGE OF PRODUCTION: COMMERCE
In the conquest of Tonkin two practical considerations dominated
more emotional motives—the prospect of the Indo-Chinese as buyers
of French goods, and of Tonkin as a back-door entrance to China. In
neither case have these tempting prospects materialized.
Yunnan was first visited in 1870 by Emile Rochets, who was to
return there twenty-five years kter as head of the Lyon Mission. He
studied in detail the mining situation and the means of communication.
Obstacles to tapping the commercial wealth of Yunnan were both
psychological and physical. The Chinese dislike of foreigners, the
absence of security for life and property, arbitrary vexations and
taxations, were chronic drawbacks, but in addition there was the
destruction left in the wake of the Moslem rebellion. At that time,
anyway, the famous southern provinces of China were not rich but a
desolate waste, and the scattered population could not furnish labour
to develop its latent wealth. Tin and opium were Yunnan's exports,
but the latter because of its small bulk and great value lent itself more
readily to smuggling than to commerce. Attention automatically turned
from the vain glitter of Yunnanese commerce to the realities of Indo-
China's wealth.
Few people realized the profound poverty of Tonkin, Such glowing
prospects had been painted to jtistify the conquest that the French
industrialists mistook potential natural resources for a ready-made
native clientele. At a time when the country could barely support its
teeming tax-ridden population, Tonkin's army of functionaries ate away
like locusts at its slender revenues. What should have been spent
in developing the native buying power was wasted in riotous
administration.
One curious phenomenon of Imdo-Qbina's commerce is the slight
apparent relationship between the country's productivity and the
statistics of its commercial prosperity. For example, in the year 1887
a 'drought ruined the rice crop of Tonkin, yet exports increased appre-
ciably. A rise in imports may simply mean that the fsmobei- of fwmo-
tboaries has increased, or that the public works departed his ordered
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